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ABSTRACT

The RSIC concept of the 'seminar-workshop' as a means to review the
state-of-the-art of specific computing technology and to transmit a great deal of
information to a large number of people in a short period of time evolved over a
30-year period. This paper presents the background leading to the development of
the concept and details the history of the seminars and workshops organized by
RSIC staff members through the years, 1965-1992.

Introduction

The Seminar-Workshop (S-W) Concept which evolved in the Radiation Shielding
Information Center (RSIC) began in RSIC's earliest days. The idea that computing technology,
including computer codes and data, should be an integral part of the intbrmation to be treated by
an information analysis center was considered to be radical at the least and maybe impossible. In
June 1963, a presentation on our plans was made to the Executive Committee of the recently
formed Mathematics and Computation (M&C) Division of the American Nuclear Society (ANS)
during its annual meeting in Salt Lake City, Utah. The committee members gave skeptical
responses - appearing to believe that computing technology could only be successfully transferred
on a one-to-one basis via the 'invisible college' method.

Bengt Carlson of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) followed me from the
room, obviously feeling sorry for the reception 1 received from the ANS/M&C Executive
Committee. I had been using the LASL-developed 'Carlson S-lt' one- and two-dimensional
computer codes at Oak Ridge for reactor analysis problems - and wondered what was needed to
make the method applicable to shielding problems. In a breakfast meeting the following morning
with Carlson, S. K. Penny and D. K. Trubey -- I challenged them to investigate the possibility.
Carlson, a LASL department head at the time, made Kaye Lathrop available to work with RSIC
technical staff members in a year's study which ended in the development of DTF at LASL.

Bill Colston, with his colleagues Ward Engle and Larry Williams, decided to exploit the
methodology at Atomics International (AI) where Colston was a group leader. Incidentally,

: Wayne Rhoades was an AI staff member at the time. Colston left AI for other assignments.
Following the transfer of Engle and Williams to Oak Ridge and subsequent hook-up with Fred R.
Mynatt in the Central Data Processing Facility on the site of the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion
Plant (ORGDP/CDPF), the one-dimensional radiation transport code system ANISN was born.

The RSIC Co.d._esSection's B_

In RSIC's first year, we inherited the collection of kernel integration and Monte Carlo
codes of the defunct Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion (ANP) program. The codes collection,
organized and documented within the General Electric (GE) Nuclear Materials and Propulsion

: Operation (NMPO) in Cincinnati, Ohio, was sent to RSIC in card form, a huge crate of computer
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materials. We made them operable on local computers and these formed about twelve of the first
code packages in the Computer Code Collection (CCC's).

The United States Air Force (USAF) Nuclear Aerospace Research Facility (NARF) which
operated in General Dynamics at Fort Worth, Texas (GD/Ft Worth) passed on their Monte Carlo
codes. The United Nuclear Development Division of White Plains, New York, contributed
NIOBE (discrete ordinates) and RENUPAK (moments method) and later SANE, SAGE and
ADONIS (Monte Carlo).

To implement these codes, mostly written in machine language, on a different computer
system than that for which they were designed --- and to learn to use them in solving problems -
was slave labor. We persuaded the code developers to receive RSIC staff members in their
computer installation environment and give to us a seminar on the theoretical methods and a
workshop on the codes. The idea of the seminar-workshop was conceived, in reverse.

RSIC staff members, usually in pairs --- a technical specialist and a computer specialist
traveled wherever an agreement was made to contribute computing technology to RSIC. In these
cases a large number of people in the contributing organization engaged in technology transfer to
an audience of t_w_._in support of RSIC's mission.

The 1966-1967 NPD Annual Report of Progress has the following statement from RSIC:

"The seminar-workshop method by which the originating installationplaces
computingtechnology in the RSIC ComputerCode Collection has proved to be a
practicaland efficient means of communicatinga great deal of informationin a
short time. RSIC Codes Section staff participatedin a seminarand a workshop-
in-depth on a specific code system in five different instances at the originating
installationduring the report period."

The report continues:

"Since considerable interest had been shown in the kernel integration code, QAD,
RSIC invited the originating group at LASL to present a seminar-workshop at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). By enlarging the scope to include discus-
sions of applications of the methodology by other users and kernel integration as a
method to design shields, additional information was exchanged by 50 participants
from 25 separate installations."

I return to the beginning.

A major problem of computing technology transfer in the 1950s and 1960s was a lack of
documentation. In persuading RSIC supporters to place their codes in RSIC, we first had to
encourage updates to or the writing of new documentation. The ORNL Monte Carlo code
development took place in bits and pieces over a number of years and the use of early computers:
the ORACLE, IBM-704-7090-7094-360, etc. and CDC 1604-6600-CRAY, etc. lt was always a
team effort; a team which did not always pull together. The promise of a seminar-workshop at=

ORNL gave impetus to expediting the documentation of the code system, and led RSIC into the
seminar-workshop series that followed.
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The Evolving Co.ncepl_

The concept of computing technology transfer through a seminar-workshop (S-W) evolved
through the years, influenced by the needs of the nuclear industry. Sponsoring S-W's for the
purpose of evaluating and discussing the theory and state-of-the-art of a particular calculational
method_and the application of the method as it is employed in a specific code system became an
RSIC tradition. The S-W's are arranged in answer to the needs shown by inquiries from thei

shielding community over a period of time. They have proved to be a practical and efficient way
to transfer a great deal of information to a large number of potential users in a small amount of
time. Leading experts are invited to present papers which are collected, edited, and published as
a state-of-the-art review. Thus, many people make a contribution.

The S-W is normally organized and led by RSIC staff members, The contributing
organization of the code system featured shares overall sponsorship with RSIC and it's technical
staff members conduct the workshop, with assistance from RSIC as needed.

The list of the S-W's organized and sponsored by RSIC follow. The name of the co-
sponsor is included in the listing.

The Seminar Workshops

Topic covered _nd other information

7/26-28/65 Oak Ridge Random Research Reactor Routine (ORRRRR; O5R); a general
purpose Monte Carlo neutron transport code system packaged in RSlC as CCC-
17.

Sponsors: ORNL Neutron Physics Division (NPD), assisted by computer special-
ists from ORNL Mathematics Division (MD) and ORGDP/CDPF.

Presenters: Teams led by W. "Bill" Kinney, D. K. Trubey, Frank Clark and
Frank Kam of NPD.

ATT: 80 people from 45 different institutions in USA, France, and Germany
(FRG),

The Proceedings were not published; but a serious effort was made to produce
adequate documentation.

4/26-29/66 O5R S-W repeated at EURATOM, Ispra, Italy; also covered OGRE and SDC.
UK, Sweden, Italy, covered the Spinney-method, removal-diffusion codes;
France, Monte Carlo codes. Workshop on O5R only.

Sponsors: OECD European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA) Computer
Programme Library (CPI..), later known as NEA Data Bank (DB) and RSIC under
a USAEC/ENEA Agreement.

Presenters' Betty F. Maskewitz and S. K. Penny.
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4/17- 19/67 Kernel Integrati¢,nAs A Method To Do Shielding Calculations. LASL's QAD
featured; first packaged in RSIC as CCC-48.

Sponsor:' LASL/N-2 Division (Critical Facility).
i

Presenters' Richard E. Malenf_t, Don M. Peterson, and Robert Streetman of
LASL for QADqV, QAD-P-5, QAD-B, QAD-V; QAD-HD and QAD-P-5 by
Gerald Lahti and Lester Clemens of NASA Lewis Research Center (LRC).
Panelists: Leon;ilrdSofter of ASA/LRC, Loyd S. Burns of GE/NMPO, and John
MacDonald of GE/KAPL.

ATT: 50 persolts/25 separate institutions.
I
[

8/14-16/67 Discrete Ordina11:es(S-n) Method for Radiation Transport Calculations; ANISN
code featured; a multigroup one dimensional discrete ordinates code with anise-
tropic scattering, first packaged in RSIC as CCC-82.

Sponsors' ORNL/NPD and ORGDP Computing Technology Center (CTC).

Invited Seminar Speakers: Bengt Carlson of LASL, Kaye Lathrop, Gulf General
Atomic (GGA), and F. R. Mynatt of CTC.

Many contributed papers were presented.

A'I_: 100 specialists in radiation transport.

ORNL/RSIC,19 published as a state-of-the-art review

1/27-28/1969 Electron Transport Theory Seminar m ETRAN Workshop. ETRAN, a Monte
Carlo code system for electron and photon transport through slabs, was packaged
in RSIC as CCC-107.

ETRAN was developed with NASA support over a period of years. The NASA
sponsor, also an RSIC sponsor, requested that ETRAN be documented and placed
in the public domain. The developers believed the complex code system could
only be transmitted on a one-to-one basis, and that it would be difficult to be
documented.

We made a deal with the developers. If they would write documentation under
guidelines furnished by RSIC, the center would make operable, test and package
the ETRAN code system from documentation only, would then feature ETRAN in
an S-W.

Sponsor: Center for Radiation Research, National Bureau of Standards.

Presenters" Martin S. Berger and Stephen Seltzer of NBS; Tom Jordan, ART
Research, presented BETA, a multigroup Monte Carlo electron/photon transport
code.

: ATT: 53 participants/24 installations.



9/30/69 Two-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates Seminar; emphasis on CCC-89/DOT II, a
multigroup two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code with anisotropic
scattering; no workshop.

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD and ORGDP/CTC.

Presenters' F. R. Mynatt (CTC), A. D. Wilcox (Aerojet General), R. K. Disney
(WANL), E. J. McGrath (TRW), W. Rhoades (AI), H. A. Sandmeier (LASL),
E. A. Straker and C. E. Clifford (NPD).

This was a one-day seminar preceding the S-W on cross sections.

10/1-3/69 Multigroup Cross-Section Preparation--- Theory, Techniques, and Computer
Codes Seminar; SUPERTOG and XSDRN Workshop.

Sponsors: ORNL Neutron Physics (NP) and Reactor Divisions and
ORGDP/CTC.

Presenters: Many staff members of the sponsor organizations who were involved
in the work area and from users. C. W. Craven, Jr (ORNL/RD) served as

,

general chairman.

ATT: 124 participants/57 installations; 7 foreign.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-27.

10/5-7/70 Monte Carlo Methods and Computer Codes for Radiation Transport in Shielding
Applications; ANTE (MAGI), MORSE (ORNL). CCC-131/ANTE-2 solves the
adjoint neutron transport equation by Monte Carlo techniques. CCC-203/MORSE

: is a Monte Carlo radiation transport code system.

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD and Mathematical Applications Group, Inc. (MAGI) of _
: White Plains, NY.

Presenters: Edward Straker, Calvin Burgart, Vic Cain, S. K. Penny, D. C.
Irving (NPD), M. B. Emmett (MD) of ORNL and Martin O. Cohen of MAGI.

ATT: 118 participants/53 separate institutions, including 4 foreign institutions.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-29.

11/15- 17/71 Seminar on Radiation Transport in Air -- Theory, Techniques, and Computer
Codes; Workshop on ATR (SAI) and SMAUG (AFWL).

Sponsors: Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) contractors' Science Applications,
Inc. (SAI) of La Jolla, CA, and US Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) and
ORNL/NPD.

Presenters: James A. Lonergan led SAI team on ATR, Harry E. Murphy present-
ed SMAUG; Dean C. Kaul of DNA, E. A. Straker, F. G. Perey, C. E. Clifford
of NPD and R. L. French of RRA chaired sessions.
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PROC: ORNL/RSIC-33.

4/12-13/76 Seminar on Radiation Energy Spectra Unfolding Techniques; Workshop on
FERDOR (ORNL) and FORIST (University of Illinois).

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD.

Presenters: Francis Perey, et al.

ATT: 70 participants from USA, Canada, UK, Iran, Italy, and the Netherlands.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC--40.

10/10-12/77 Seminar on Current Status of Neutron Spectrum Adjustment. STAY'SL code
featured.

Sponsors: ORNL and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

Presenters: Specialists from USA and IAEA countries, F.B.K. Kam (ORNL/OD),
Chairman.

PROC" Assembled and edited in RSIC; published as IAEA-TECDOC-221, 1979.

3/14-16/78 Multigroup Nuclear Cross-Section Data Preparation and Data Library Manipula-
tion Techniques. AMPX-II and CCCC-formats featured in workshop.

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD and ORGDP/CTC.

Presenters: members of the sponsoring organizations including Eddy Ford,
N. M. 3reene. J. E. White, R. Q. Wright, J. L. Lucius, Lester Petrie of CTC, et
al.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-41.

8/22-24/78 Theory and Applications of Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis; FORSS
featured.

_

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD

Presenters: C. R. Weisbin (NPD), Ehud Greenspan (NRl, Beersheva, Israel),
J. L. Lucius (CTC).

ATT: 7I participants from USA and 5 foreign countries.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-42.

4/21-23/80 Seminar Workshop on Theory and Applications of Monte Carlo Methods;
TRIPOLI Workshop.

Sponsor: CEA/CEN/Saclay Shielding Laboratory, Paris, France.
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Presemers: J. C. Nimal,,J. Gonnard, T. Vergnaud, et al., of the Shielding
Laboratory.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-44.

6/17-20/85 Workshopon MORSE.CGA: g,_ometry,plotting, cross sections, criticality,
adjoints, DOMINO coupling, all_edo,etc.

Sponsors: Martin MariettaEne3rgySystems, Inc. (MMES) Computing& Tele-
communicationsDivi,_;ion(C&TD) and ORNL/NPD.

ATT: 72people/36institutions.

4/15-18/86 ModularCodeSystemforPerformingStandardizedAnalysisforLicensing
Evaluation,SCALE.

Sponsors:MMES/C&TD andUSNRC.

Presenters:CecilParks,LesterPrice,MichaelWestfall,etalofC&TD.

A'IT:49persons/28inst.,9 f_reign.

PROC: notpublishe_J;muchattentiongiventodocumentation.

6/24-27/86 SCALE WorkshoprepeatedinParisbytheMMES/C&TD developersunder
auspicesoftheOECD NEA DataBank.

2/3-6/92 SeminaronDeterministicMefhodsinRadiatioL,Transport;WorkshoponTORT
= Three-DimensionalDiscreteOrdinates.Neutron/PhotonTransportCode.

Sponsor:NuclearAnalysisaridShieldingSection(NAS)oftheEngineeringJ

Physics& Mathematic:;Division(EPMD, formerlyNPD),ORNL.

ATT: 111participants.
a

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-54.
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